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Research was conducted on intelligent interfaces for exploring and visualizing large amounts of diverse information for supporting the decision-making process. This research combined technical approaches for automatically generating visualizations of information with an approach to human-computer interaction that developed interactive techniques for performing data manipulation tasks with these visualizations. The important results of this research project include:

- the development of multiple interactive techniques for exploring information in visualizations,
- the coordination of these techniques within a single environment so they can be used in a concerted way, and
- the integration of these techniques within the SAGE data graphic design system so that they can be applied in a consistent manner across potentially hundreds of different graphics that vary along many dimensions.
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Abstract

Research was conducted on intelligent interfaces for exploring and visualizing large amounts of diverse information for supporting the decision-making process. This research combined technical approaches for automatically generating visualizations of information with an approach to human-computer interaction that developed interactive techniques for performing data manipulation tasks with these visualizations. The important results of this research project include:

- the development of multiple interactive techniques for exploring information in visualizations,
- the coordination of these techniques within a single environment so they can be used in a concerted way, and
- the integration of these techniques within the SAGE data graphic design system so that they can be applied in a consistent manner across potentially hundreds of different graphics that vary along many dimensions.

Problems Studied & Summary of Important Results

There have been several goals of our research during the course of this project. Our long term goal is to develop environments in which people can explore and analyze large amounts of diverse information. These environments must have usable mechanisms for creating effective visual representations of data which support the tasks they are performing. Our approach to this problem has been to integrate knowledge-based techniques for graphic design with interactive techniques for exploring and manipulating quantitative and relational data. As we discussed in previous reviews, there were several basic research problems that needed to be addressed. The focus of the research we have worked on within this contract has been concerned with exploring interactive techniques for manipulating data within automatically generated displays produced by our knowledge-based data graphic presentation system (SAGE).

In the progression of our work on SAGE, an automatic knowledge-based data visualization tool, we have developed an architecture which enables a number of interactive techniques to be used to control all SAGE-generated visualizations. With these techniques, every picture produced by SAGE becomes a flexible interface for filtering and understanding data.

Visualizations vary dramatically in their complexity. We've focused our work on what we call integrative graphics: namely those that show numerous properties of the underlying data in an integrated fashion. In the example, you can scan for the activity with the shortest duration by searching for the smallest interval bar. From this bar it's easy to determine the cost of the activity (by looking at the size of the clustered circle) or the manager (by looking to the right on the associated table). In an integrative visualization identifying a relevant assertion facilitates the lookup of other related assertions.

Graphical integration can be achieved using combinations of several different graphical techniques: showing data with multiple parameters of graphical objects, showing data in
multiple graphical objects by clustering them in the same space (frame of reference), or by showing them in separate spaces, which can be aligned or otherwise integrated.

Many interactive interfaces have been studied for the task of visual information seeking. These interfaces provide users with the capability to:

- filter data, through the progressive refinement of queries [dynamic query, infocystal]

- see views of their data in multiple visualizations, and highlight items coordinated across these views [painting, brushing, parallel coordinates]

- initially see data at a high level of abstraction, and drill-down along orthogonal properties of the dataset to show progressively more detail [spreadsheets, PowerPlay] manipulate representations at a high level of abstraction, but see detail when desired [Aggregate Manipulator, table lens, magic lens]

Many of these techniques have been implemented in coordination with one or more visualizations, allowing users to more quickly evaluate the results of their operations, thereby enabling faster feedback.

Our study of these techniques revealed that an integration of several such techniques would greatly improve the usability of a visual information seeking tool. We wanted to provide our users with access to these and other new interactive techniques on a wide variety of integrative displays. Unfortunately, many of these techniques were only implemented with very simple, non-integrative visualizations. Most expressed no systematic approach of how the interface operations were to tie into a visualization.

We performed an analysis of the various techniques in the context of our understanding and representation of the syntax and semantics of graphics. We developed a framework for describing interactive techniques, and developed a dataflow architecture built on top of SAGE's design component enabling the design of interactive visualizations.

Our initial work focused on several capabilities:

- painting - Users select graphical elements in one display by either selection a region or by clicking on individual element. Each selected element and all other views of data underlying these elements are painted (e.g. colored red).

- dynamic query sliders - Sliders whose values range over a specified domain of the data are shown in the visualization. When users manipulate the sliders all graphical elements expressing data that falls outside the specified range are hidden.

- composition/decomposition - Using the aggregate manipulator interface or my directly performing operations on graphical elements users control the level of abstraction the of the presented data. For example, the user can begin with a single graphical element representing all the data in the database, and then, using the decomposition operation repeatedly partition the points in this abstraction by a particular attribute, thereby, drilling down to an interesting subset. Similarly, using the composition operation the user can select elements and roll them up into a new element.

- multiple coordinated displays - Users can form a set of coordinated displays. In such a set, an interface action in one is reflected in all the displays. For example, when a group of items are painted in one display, the elements corresponding to the selected data
are also painted in all other coordinated displays. In this context, painting provides a means to integrate separate displays.

The integration of these four techniques demonstrates the generality of our system, and forms a minimal useful set of data manipulation techniques to enable SAGE's use as a testbed for data exploration tasks. Note that our architecture can be used to easily implement a large number of interactive techniques.

The second major advantage to the generality of the flexible design language is that we were able to build an instantiation and rendering module which takes a language plus a data set as input and generates a complete display as output. Thus, any graphic that can be constructed using the design language can be turned into an actual display. Furthermore, the actually mapping process between specific data objects and attributes and graphic properties is automated because of the expressiveness criteria stored with each language. Thus, a user need only specify the data and language to be used and the system uses its knowledge to map attributes to graphic properties. Finally, the languages are such that they can be composed, so that two graphics can be merged (e.g., aligning multiple charts, integrating a network with a map, merging gauges and textual displays with charts or maps).

The second major area of research has been interactive methods for supporting exploration and manipulation large amounts of multi-dimensional, heterogeneous information. We identified a set of interactive capabilities required to perform many logistical tasks:
• Identifying subsets of information relevant to current tasks (e.g., to perform search, to partition available information, to define ranges of information, etc.)
• Controlling the level of detail with which information is displayed, including the ability to specify computations which are necessary to aggregate, abstract, and summarize information (conversely, to decompose or increase the level of detail with which information is expressed)
• Specifying the focus of attention: aspects of the information that are important to display (e.g., specify the attributes, features, or characteristics of information that are relevant to the current task)
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